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Title: Keep emergency medicines in a carrycase for easy 
to evacuate.   

1. Health and safety （Japan）

Before After



Title: The storage space for tooth-brushing tools had 
hung on the wall.   

2. Health and safety （Japan）

Before After



Title：Standing work and sitting work alternately for 2 
hours each.

3. Health and safety (KOREA)



Title: A worker sitting on a chair 
with backrest and wheel.

4. Health and safety (KOREA)



Title: hygienically store the gas mask in a individual 
storage box. 

5. Health and safety

Before After

(KOREA)



Title: Hand-Washing.

6. Health and safety 

（Nigeria）



7.   Health and Safety (Nigeria) 
Title: A well packaged portable sachet and bottle water on 
multi-level rack promoting hygiene.

Before After



Title: An easy to distinguish medicine cabinet. 

8. Health and safety （Vietnam）



Title: Attach safety guards to dangerous moving parts of 
the coffee processing machines. 

9. Health and safety （Vietnam）



10. Health and safety （Thailand）

Title: Covid19 preventing Measure. “Prevention for taking bath 
together. Provide simply shower instead.”



Title: Made a DVD storage book using transparency sheets .       
(A house for children with intellectual disabilities)  

11. Communication and participation (Japan)

Before After



Title: Introduce action checklist 
exercise results on a bulletin 
board in a factory.

12. Communication and participation (Japan)



Title: The fire exit. 

13. Communication and participation (KOREA)



Title: Products that need to be 
distinguished between 
right and left in an auto parts 
factory.

14. Communication and participation (KOREA)



Title: Safety and health bulletin board at the production site. 
15. Communication and participation(KOREA)



Title: Gallons with label indicating what is contained.

16. Communication and participation (Nigeria)  

Before After



Title:
17. Communication and participation (Nigeria) 

Traffic control in case of an emergency.



Title: Apply E-learning with video based training platform on 
how to put on, remove and dispose correctly of PPEs during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.   

18. Communication and participation (Vietnam)



Title: Active participation of coffee farmers into WIND 
programme. 

19. Communication and participation (Vietnam)



Title:  Covid19 preventing  measure: Safety and health 
Small talk. 

20. Communication and participation (Thailand)



Title: Instead of a whiteboard, created a list table of 
seasonings to replenish. 

21. Low cost (Japan)

Before After



Title: Attach a guard at processing part of a machine.
22. Low cost (Japan)

Before After



Title: Made cart storage by improving used storage.   

23. Low cost (Japan)

Before After



Title: To protect shoes 
from foundry sand, cut 
one side of arm warmers 
and wear them on the feet. 

24. Low-cost (KOREA)



Title:
25. Low cost (Nigeria) 

Well-organized toolbox.

Before After



Title:

26. Low cost (Nigeria) 

Detailed painted walkway.

Images of the 
staff
immediately 
implementing
their learnings 
from the
training and 
deciding to
paint the walk 
ways.



27.Low-Cost (Nigeria) 

Title: Ramp instead of stairways at entrance to workplace. 

Before After



Title: Use simple and available materials to make the face 
shields.

28. Low cost (Vietnam)



Title: Install partitions in the cafeteria to maintain physical 
distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic.

BEFORE AFTER  

29. Low cost (Vietnam)



Title: Add auxiliary handle to the shovel to equilibrate 
the load when lifting heavy agricultural  products.

30. Low cost (Vietnam)
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